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Chi-Ishi (‘Strength Stone’) 
 

Chi-Ishi (‘Strength stone’) training originated centuries ago in Okinawa (and 

China prior to that) and is an important part of Traditional Goju-Ryu Karate 

training. 
 

Regular training with this tool improves strength in the muscles used for 

performing blocking, striking and ‘tearing’ techniques, such as the shoulders, arms, 

forearms and grip. 
 

When training Chi-Ishi for the first few times, ensure you choose a tool that is not 

too heavy and is one that you can easily pick up and control. If you find that the 

chosen Chi-Ishi is too heavy, simply change it for a lighter one or hold it mid-way 

down the handle to make the exercises easier to manage. 
 

Over several training sessions you will become accustomed to working with that 

particular Chi-Ishi and your strength and technique will have both improved. At 

this point you can increase the Chi-Ishi weight by choosing a larger one or you 

can increase the number of repetitions performed. 
 

When using the Chi-Ishi, ensure you grip the handle tight, keep the back upright 

and straight and use correct and controlled breathing. 
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Making your own Chi-Ishi 

 

Typical dimensions of a Chi-Ishi 

 

Items needed 

  

  
Items needed to make a Chi-Ishi 

 

• Length of wooden Dowelling. 
• Fine toothed saw (Hacksaw). 
• Drill and bit. 
• Screw driver. 
• 2 large threaded bolts or 4 screws. 
• Bag of quick-dry concrete / gravel mix. 
• Mixing Board. 
• Trowel. 
• Spade. 
• Water. 
• Small piece of rough wood. 
• Plastic bucket. 
• Liquid or spray paint. (optional). 
• Paintbrush. 
• Sandpaper. 
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Method 

   

   

   

   

    
Making a Chi-Ishi 

 

1. Decide on the length of your Chi-Ishi handle which should be slightly 
longer than the distance from your elbow to the end of your outstretched 
fingers. The diameter depends on the size of your hands. The bigger your 
hands, the bigger the diameter. Now, saw the dowelling to the required 
length. 
 

2. Drill four shallow holes in one end of the handle. These will be used to help 
you twist the screws deep enough into the wood. If you are using threaded 
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bolts, then drill only two holes which should pass right through the wood 
and should be a tight fit on the bolts. 
 

3. With a screwdriver, screw the four screws into the pre-drilled holes. Try to 
get them deep into the wood so that they won’t come loose. 
 

4. Prepare your concrete mixture. This requires a mixing board, a spade, some 
water and a bit of hard work. 
 

5. Once you have mixed your concrete, drop a small amount of the mix into 
the bottom of the bucket. Then placing your Chi-Ishi handle in the centre 
of the bucket, pack the remaining concrete mixture around it ensuring the 
four screws are well covered. The better the screws are covered, the 
stronger the Chi-ishi will be, however (stating the obvious) the more 
concrete you use, the heavier the Chi-Ishi will be. 
 

6. Now, with a rough piece of wood, press the mixture down and pack it 
around the handle. Then, smoothen the surface of the mixture with the end 
of the rough piece of wood and leave it to set for at least twenty four to 
forty eight hours. Don’t forget to wash the spade and mixing board before 
any leftover concrete sets. 

7. Once the mixture has set, carefully remove the Chi-Ishi from the bucket. 
 

8. Now, use some sandpaper to gently smoothen off any surface bumps. 
 

9. (Optional) To produce a harder and longer-lasting surface, apply a couple 
of coats of strong paint to the concrete and leave to dry. In addition you 
may decide to finish off with spray paint which gives an even better finish. 
 

10. The last and most important step is to enjoy your Chi-Ishi training, but 
always be mindful of yours and your students’ safety. 
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Picking up the Chi-Ishi 
 

The ‘Flip’ method 
 

   

   

   

  

Picking up the Chi-Ishi using the ‘Flip’ method 

 

1.) Start by standing in an upright position, with both hands on your hips, your 
feet wide apart and the Chi-Ishi (‘Strength stone’) placed on a mat 
immediately in front of you. 
 

2.) Keeping your left hand on your hip, bend forwards and with your right 
hand grab the Chi-Ishi close to the end of the handle. 
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3.) Breathing in, lift the Chi-Ishi off the floor and let it swing backwards 
between your legs. 
 

4.) As the Chi-Ishi swings forwards, grip the handle tightly and raise your right 
arm up to your front, flipping the Chi-Ishi over towards you so that the 
weight is now uppermost and pointing up to the ceiling. 
 

5.) Holding the handle tight and steady, now sit down into a strong Shieko 
Dachi (‘Straddle leg’ stance) and lower the weight until it is level with your 
face. As it is lowered, grip the floor with your toes and exhale. This shall be 
known as the ‘Single-handed Starting Position’ and is used when 
commencing most of the following exercises. 
 

6.) Rise up in your stance and keeping a tight hold of the handle, allow the 
weighted end of the Chi-Ishi to twist inwards and down towards the floor 
and carefully place the Chi-Ishi back down on the mat and let go. 
 

7.) Now repeat the above steps using the opposite hand. 
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The ‘Twist’ method 
 

   

   

   

   
Picking up the Chi-Ishi using the ‘Twist’ method 

 

1.) Start by standing in an upright position, with both hands on the hips, your 
feet wide apart and the Chi-Ishi (‘Strength stone’) placed on a mat 
immediately in front of you. 
 

2.) Keeping your left hand on your hip, bend forwards and grab the Chi-Ishi 
close to the end of the handle with your right hand. 
 

3.) Breathing in, lift the Chi-Ishi off the floor and keeping a tight grip raise it 
up vertically. Then, quickly twist your right arm, dropping your right elbow, 
so that the weighted end of the Chi-Ishi is now upper-most. 
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4.) Gripping the handle tightly, cease the twisting motion and as in the previous 
method, sit down into a strong Shieko Dachi (‘Straddle leg’ stance) and 
lower the weight until it is level with your face. As the Chi-Ishi is lowered, 
grip the floor with your toes and exhale. As described in the previous 
method, this is known as the 'Single-handed Starting Position'. 
 

5.) Rise up in your stance and keeping a tight hold of the handle, allow the 
weighted end of the Chi-Ishi to twist downwards towards the floor and 
carefully place the Chi-Ishi back down on the mat and let go. 
 

6.) Now repeat the above steps using the opposite hand. 
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Chi-Ishi – Single-handed Exercises 
 

Single-handed Exercise 1 
 

   

   

   

   

Performing Single-handed Exercise 1 

 

1.) Using your right hand, get to the 'Single-Handed Starting Position' as 
described in the ‘Picking up the Chi-Ishi’ section above. 
 

2.) Maintaining a tight grip on the Chi-Ishi handle with your right hand, 
straighten your legs and at the same time lift the Chi-Ishi over your right 
shoulder, lowering the heavy end down towards and if possible below your 
shoulder blade. Warning - don’t try to lower it down beyond your normal 
range of movement and cause yourself an injury. 
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3.) Next, pull the Chi-Ishi back over your right shoulder, towards your front 
and at the same time drop back down into a strong Shieko Dachi (‘Straddle 
leg’ stance). Lower the Chi-Ishi until it is level with your face and back into 
the original 'Single-Handed Starting Position'. As the Chi-Ishi is 
lowered, also grip the floor with the toes and exhale. 
 

4.) Repeat steps 2.) and 3.) several times then... 
 

5.) Finally, rise up in your stance and keeping a tight hold of the Chi-Ishi 
handle, allow the weighted end to twist inwards and down towards the floor. 
Now, carefully return the Chi-Ishi down onto the mat and let go. 
 

6.) Now repeat the above steps using the opposite hand. 
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Single-handed Exercise 2 
 

   

   

   

   

  

Performing Single-handed Exercise 2 

 

1.) Using your right hand, get to the 'Single-Handed Starting Position' as 
described in the ‘Picking up the Chi-Ishi’ section above. 
 

2.) Gripping the Chi-Ishi handle tight in your right hand, breathe in and rise 
up in your stance allowing the Chi-Ishi to roll over to your right towards 
the outside and then behind and over your right shoulder. 
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3.) Continuing the roll of the Chi-Ishi, bring it forwards and down as you 
exhale and sit back down into a strong Shieko Dachi (‘Straddle leg’ stance) 
and into the ‘Single-Handed Starting Position’. 
 

4.) Repeat steps 2.) and 3.) several times, then... 
 

5.) Finally, rise up in your stance and keeping a tight hold of the Chi-Ishi 
handle, allow the weighted end to twist inwards and down. Now, carefully 
return the Chi-Ishi down onto the mat and let go. 
 

6.) Now repeat the above steps using the opposite hand. 
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Single-handed Exercise 3 
 

   

   

   

   

   

Performing Single-handed Exercise 3 

 

1.) Using your right hand, get to the 'Single-Handed Starting Position' as 
described in the ‘Picking up the Chi-Ishi’ section above. 
 

2.) Gripping the Chi-Ishi handle tight in your right hand, breathe in and rise 
up in your stance allowing the Chi-Ishi to roll over to your right towards 
the outside and then behind and over your right shoulder. 
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3.) Next, breathing out, sit down into a strong Shieko Dachi (‘Straddle leg’ 
stance) and bring the Chi-Ishi down to your front close to your body and 
into a right Hikete (‘Chambered’ position). 
 

4.) Keeping your right forearm parallel to the floor, punch the Chi-Ishi out to 
your front as if performing Chudan Gazami Tsuki (Middle-level punch 
with fist ‘side-on’). 
 

5.) Repeat steps 2.), 3.) and 4.) several times, then... 
 

6.) Finally, rise up in your stance and keeping a tight hold on the Chi-Ishi 
handle, allow the weighted end to twist inwards and back down. Now, carefully 

return the Chi-Ishi down onto the mat and let go. 
 

7.) Now repeat all of the above steps using the opposite hand. 
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Single-handed Exercise 4 
 

   

   

   

  

Performing Single-handed Exercise 4 

 

1.) Using you right hand, get to the 'Single-Handed Starting Position' as 
described in the ‘Picking up the Chi-Ishi’ section above. 
 

2.) Gripping the Chi-Ishi handle tight in your right hand, breathe in as you rise 
up in your stance, and allow the Chi-Ishi to swing forwards and down 
between your legs. 
 

3.) Next, breathing out, swing the Chi-Ishi towards your front and up again to 
Jodan (Upper-level) height. As the Chi-Ishi comes to a halt, sit down into a 
strong Shieko Dachi (‘Straddle leg’ stance) and punch your right fist out to 
the front into Chudan Gazami Tsuki (Middle-level punch with the fist 
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‘side-on’) and hold the Chi-Ishi out roughly at shoulder height for one 
second. 

The aim is to extend your arm out by 95 percent prior to punching which 

then takes the extension out to 100 percent. 

 

Unlike the previous exercise, this time your punching arm does not get 

pulled right back into Hikite (‘Chambered’ position) prior to the punch. 

 

4.) Rise up again in your stance again and allow the Chi-Ishi to fall forwards 
and swing once more between your legs. Repeat steps 3.) and 4.) (this step) 
several times, then... 
 

5.) Finally, rise up in your stance and keeping a tight hold on the Chi-Ishi 
handle, allow the weighted end to drop forwards and down towards the 
floor. Now, carefully return the Chi-Ishi down onto the mat and let go. 
 

6.) Now repeat all of the above steps using the opposite hand. 
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Single-handed Exercise 5 
 

   

   

   

   

  

Performing Single-handed Exercise 5 

 

1.) Using your right hand, get to the 'Single-Handed Starting Position' as 
described in the ‘Picking up the Chi-Ishi’ section above. 
 

2.) Gripping the Chi-Ishi handle tight in your right hand, breathe in as you rise 
up in your stance and allow the Chi-Ishi to roll over to the inside towards 
your left then pulling it back towards your left shoulder. 
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3.) Next, breathing out, sit down into a strong Shieko Dachi (‘Straddle leg’ 
stance) and roll the Chi-Ishi over in the opposite direction bringing it 
inwards and down to your front and back into the ' Single-Handed 
Starting Position'. 
 

4.) Repeat steps 2.) and 3.) several times, then..... 
 

5.) Finally, rise up in your stance and keeping a tight hold on the handle, allow 
the weighted end to twist inwards and back down to the floor. Now, 
carefully return the Chi-Ishi down onto the mat and let go. 
 

6.) Now repeat all of the above steps using the opposite hand. 
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Chi-Ishi - Double-handed Exercises 
 

Double-handed Exercise 1 
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Performing Double-handed Exercise 1 

 

1.) Using your right hand, get to the 'Single-Handed Starting Position' as 
described in the ‘Picking up the Chi-Ishi’ section above. 
 

2.) Place your left hand on the handle just above your right hand (closer to the 
weighted end) and into the ‘Double-Handed Starting Position’. 
 

3.) Now, breathing in, rise up in your stance and maintaining your ‘Double-
Handed Starting Position’ grip, lift the Chi-Ishi up over your head and 
behind your back. 
 

4.) Then, breathing out, sit down again into a strong Shieko Dachi (‘Straddle 
leg’ stance) and bring the Chi-Ishi forwards again and down to your front 
at arm’s length and back into the ‘Double-Handed Starting Position’. 
 

5.) Repeat steps 3.) and 4.) several times then… 
 

6.) Finally, rise up in your stance and keeping a tight hold of the Chi-Ishi 
handle with just your right hand, allow the weighted end to twist back down 
towards the floor. Now, carefully return the Chi-Ishi down onto the mat 
and let go. 
 

7.) Switching the positioning of your hands, repeat the above steps. 
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Double-handed Exercise 2 
 

   

   

   

   

   

   

Performing Double-handed Exercise 2 
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1.) Using your right hand, get to the 'Single-Handed Starting Position' as 
described in the ‘Picking up the Chi-Ishi’ section above. 
 

2.) Now, place your left hand on the Chi-Ishi handle just above your right 
hand (closer to the weighted end) and into the ‘Double-Handed Starting 
Position’. 
 

3.) Breathing in, rise up in your stance and maintain your ‘Double-Handed 
Starting Position' at chest height. Next, being careful not to hit yourself in 
the face, allow the weighted end of the Chi-Ishi to drop inwards towards 
your chest until it is pointing down towards the floor. 
 

4.) Next, breathing out strongly, sit down again in Shieko Dachi (‘Straddle leg’ 
stance) and rotate the Chi-Ishi upwards and forward again (in a ‘wringing’ 
action) and back into the ‘Double-Handed Starting Position'. 
 

5.) Repeat steps 3.) and 4.) several times, then.... 
 

6.) Rise up in your stance and keeping a tight hold of the Chi-Ishi handle with 
just your right hand, allow the weighted end to twist back down towards the 
floor. Now, carefully return the Chi-Ishi down onto the mat and let go. 
 

7.) Switching the positioning of the hands, repeat the above steps. 
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Double-handed Exercise 3 
 

   

   

   

   

   

   

Performing Double-handed Exercise 3 
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1.) Using your right hand, get to the 'Single-Handed Starting Position' as 
described in the ‘Picking up the Chi-Ishi’ section above. 
 

2.) Place your left hand on the handle just above your right hand (closer to the 
weighted end) and into the ‘Double-Handed Starting Position’. 
 

3.) Now, breathing in, rise up in your stance and maintaining your ‘Double-
Handed Starting Position’ grip, lift the Chi-Ishi up and behind your back. 
 

4.) Then, breathing out, sit down again into a strong Shieko Dachi (‘Straddle 
leg’ stance) and bring the Chi-Ishi forwards again and down to your front 
at arm’s length. 
 

5.) Next, breathing in, again rise up in your stance and ‘loosening’ your two-
handed grip, this time bend both elbows outwards and bring the handle-end 
of the Chi-Ishi in close to your chest. 
 

6.) Then, breathing out strongly, sit down again into Shieko Dachi (‘Straddle 
leg’ stance), and re-tightening your two-handed grip, rotate the Chi-Ishi 
upwards and push it forwards again (in a ‘wringing’ action) and back into the 
‘Double-Handed Starting Position'. 
 

7.) Repeat steps 5.) and 6.) several times then… 
 

8.) Finally, rise up in your stance and keeping a tight hold of the Chi-Ishi 
handle with just your right hand, allow the weighted end to twist back down 
towards the floor. Now, carefully return the Chi-Ishi down onto the mat 
and let go. 
 

9.) Switching the positioning of your hands, repeat the above steps. 
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Double-handed Exercise 4 
 

   

   

   

   

   

   

Performing Double-handed Exercise 4 
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1.) Facing the right side of the Dojo (training hall) and standing in Heiko 
Dachi (‘Parallel’ stance), pick the Chi-Ishi up by the handle with your left 
hand and turning to your right towards the rear of the Dojo, step into right 
Zenkutsu Dachi (Front stance) and swing the Chi-Ishi upwards and to 
your right and grab the handle near the weighted end with your right hand. 
 

2.) Remaining in right Zenkutsu Dachi (Front stance) and breathing in, 
continue the swing upwards as you twist further to your right, bringing the 
Chi-Ishi up and past your right side at Jodan (Upper-level) height. 
 

3.) Keeping hold with both hands, twist back to your left as you pull the Chi-
Ishi in towards your chest (holding your breath) and stepping through on 
the 135 degree diagonal towards the front left corner of Dojo and into right 
Shieko Dachi (‘Straddle leg’ stance). As you sit down in the stance, using 
both hands punch the Chi-Ishi out keeping the handle parallel to the floor 
and at Chudan (Middle-level) height. As you punch the Chi-Ishi out, 
exhale and twist your grip inwards as you would in a normal punch. As you 
pull the Chi-Ishi back in, do the opposite, eg, inhale and twist your grip 
outwards. Perform the punch three or four times exhaling each time. 
 

4.) Holding onto the Chi-Ishi with both hands, now step backwards with your 
right leg into the starting position of Heiko Dachi (‘Parallel’ stance) facing 
the right side of the Dojo. Now, carefully return the Chi-Ishi back down 
onto the mat and let go. 
 

5.) This time picking the Chi-Ishi up with the opposite hand, repeat the above 
steps in the opposite direction. 

6.) Repeat this exercise ten times (five times each way). 
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Double-handed Exercise 5 
 

   

   

  

Performing Double-handed Exercise 5 

 

1.) Standing in a strong Shieko Dachi (‘Straddle leg’ stance) and keeping your 
back straight. Breathe in and pick the Chi-Ishi up using both hands (with 
your left hand near the weight and your right hand at the end of the handle), 
keeping the weighted end pointing down towards to the floor. 
 

2.) Next, remaining low in Shieko Dachi (‘Straddle-leg’ stance) and keeping 
the back flat, lean forwards and push the weighted end of the Chi-Ishi 
through your legs towards your rear and exhale. 
 

3.) Next, as you breathe in, bring the Chi-Ishi back to the front again and 
change your grip over. Repeat the push between the legs again. 
 

4.) Repeat the changing of your grip and pushing through your legs at least ten 
times before returning the Chi-Ishi back down onto the mat and letting go. 
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*** End ** 
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